Study 13

Which rules apply?

a) In position 2:

b) In position 3:

c) In position 4:

d) In position 5:

Which are the rights, obligations, restrictions and opportunities (and under which rules) for Yellow and Blue in position 4?

Yellow

Blue
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Study EX 2 A

On the first down wind leg in a match race the wind shifts strongly to the direction showed in the diagram. From position 2 there is an overlap, which is broken inside the zone between pos. 3 and 4 and a new is established in pos. 4.

1. Which rules apply in position 5 if
   a) Yellow sails head to wind but not further in position 4?
   b) Yellow sails above head to wind in position 4?

2. There is at least one Y-flag in position 5. What is your decision?
Study EX 2 B

On the first down wind leg in a match race the wind shifts strongly to the direction showed in the diagram. Blue is clear astern and there is no overlap before position 4.

1. Which rules apply in position 5 if
   a) Yellow sails head to wind but not further in position 4?
      
   b) Yellow sails above head to wind in position 4?
      
2. There is at least one Y-flag in position 5. What is your decision?